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Chocolate Confectionery in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Slow revival
Brand competition intensifies
Rakhat retains lead, while KDV Group OOO is strengthening its position

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Sales growth will be held back by high prices
Future lies outside the box
Chocolate with toys to see more positive performance
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Gum in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Gum category sees a positive sales trend
Gum remains dependent on imports
The trend for health retains its relevance

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Population growth a driver for the gum category
Price growth in the gum category expected to be moderate
Entry into market difficult for new players
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Sugar Confectionery in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Problems with shortage of raw materials
The trend towards healthier eating is on the rise
The share of Russian brands increases

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Sugar confectionery will remain expensive
The toffees, caramels and nougat category will stagnate
The local company, Bayan Sulu AO, to retain its sales lead
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Ice Cream in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Sales are back on track
The take-home dairy ice cream category is expanding
The share of local production is growing

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Low-priced segment brands will be more relevant
The production potential in the country is increasing
Plant-based ice cream development prospects
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Savoury Snacks in Kazakhstan

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Price remains a key issue
Innovative products generate interest
The share of Russian brands increases in the savoury snacks category

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The development of modern trade contributes to the growth of savoury snacks
Interest in the popcorn category will be stable
The meat snacks and seafood snacks categories offer growth potential
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Sweet Biscuits, Snack Bars and Fruit Snacks in Kazakhstan
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS

The sweet biscuits category is growing in volume terms
The wafers category sees falling volumes
The Milka brand has expanded its product range

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sweet biscuits to continue to benefit from role as an alternative to more expensive confectionery
Plain biscuits offers growth potential in challenging economic conditions
Competition between players to intensify
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